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About This Game

Welcome to Copter and Sky, a brand new, hexacopter RC simulation!

You will control a modern RC hexacopter in different gamemodes, levels and more! You will fight against the wind to fly,
monitor the battery charge and avoid crashing into objects to prevent damage which could lead your copter to failure. Currently,
the game has many features such as - going fishing, racing, golf, shooting cannon balls into the goal and carrying objects from A

to B all while controlling your drone! The game is built within Unreal Engine 4, which brings excellent physics which makes
drone control more difficult, and brings a nice touch to realism as you play. In it's current state, the game is ready for release.
Updates are not guaranteed, but if the game becomes popular enough we plan to add customisation options to your drone and

possibly more levels, gamemodes and more.

Here is a simplified list of what Copter and Sky has to offer currently:-

1. Real input controls with gamepad support.
2. Custom camera; Third person, first person, cinematic.

3. Golf, Fishing, Racing, Obstacle Courses, Shooting and more.
4. Lovely graphics and realistic lighting and maps; day and night cycle.

5. Friendly support.
6. Guarantee for fun if you enjoy flying drones.
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Title: Copter and Sky
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Kopnin Pavel, Kopnina Ksenia
Publisher:
Fly Dream Dev
Release Date: 25 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Win 7 (64)

Processor: intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTS 450

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 750 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

Additional Notes: You may need to update the driver for your video card and sound card

English
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copter and sky. copter sky gameplay. copter skydd. copter sky game. copter sky game download. copter sky game download for
jio phone. copter sky jio games. copter sky game play online

i cant play the game , it doesnt even run the game . :(. This is NOT a quadcopter simulator! This is a game that has controls that
have been simplified so
none quadcopter pilots can control it. It's a fun little game for 99 cents. Maybe the creator should
think about adding a simulator mode and rasing the price a little.. It looked very fun as a fan of drones but I was dissaported by
the lack of worlds and controls that cound not be changed to my liking. VERY BAD DO NOT BUY -9000\/0 IGN.

This is what I said when I asked for a refund this game is ****. This is a cool game, please make it also a simulator.
-have a mode where the flyer is standing in a spot on the ground watching the copter from below

and please have the option to not exaggerate the cameras view when turning

besides that, its a great game at a good price. It was alright. I think I put a total of 50something minutes into it and that was
enough. Boost mode looks so broken and by the looks of the update logs it's not going to be updated again.. Cool it's very cool
game. I guess I was being too optimistic about this game. Then again I never really watched the in store trailer showing the
gameplay either, at least after the fact I took a good look at the actual gameplay.

Literally the flight model is a hexacopter along 3 axis of movement with linear dampening to show that the hexacopter is
slowing down after hitting the forward button. The game is in no way a proper representation of the drone hobby rather it's
really a casual objective arcade game you would typically expect from a flash game instead.

A quick search on Google gave me:
FPV Freerider, Liftoff, HotProps, DRL Sim, AeroSim RC, DroneSimulation UK, Rotorcross, UnrealFPV.

The first one, FPV Freerider already seems leagues better than what's here. UnrealFPV appears to be TBA as of writing, but is
also being developed on the Unreal 4 Engine

Happy flying, I guess. Don`t buy this game! the controls suck there is no tutorial and its boring.. It would be great if it is a
mobile game. Fair quality for the price.
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Not A Good Game I Vill Recomend To not buy It. Just an overall unenjoyable experience. Would not recommend to anyone
looking for a cheap flight game. A casual game where you have to finish quests or fly around in the free mode.

(Tested with a controller)

Pros:
\u2022 Okay Graphics
\u2022 Good Controls
\u2022 Many Missions
\u2022 Free Flight Mode
\u2022 Unreal Engine 4

Negative:
\u2022 Graphics are outdated. Fair enough.. This game caught my eye at first ... so i bought it 4.99 cheap as... i like supporting
indie game's like this one...
sweet concept on the game i can fly a rc copter without paying alot for a descent toy fly around my back yard...

review the game... well if your into trying to control a rc copter with back to front controls ... a xbox 360 has 12 buttons and yet
the buttons are useless and there no way to remap the controls....
so im in free fly mode to get some practice and OMG battery starts at 45% and last 4minutes
i think i should go buy a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 toy copter wait 8hours for it to charge and use it for
5minutes...
i realise this game is new...

so my honest opinion for this game is dont buy it watch youtube videos of games before wasting 5$.
im going to keep this game for the fact that the developers need input and more ideas....

Number one on the list is increase battery level to not restric users to 4 minutes of flight....
Number two o the list should be a feature to allow customization and a bigger battery clearer controls. It's not bad. My only
complaint ( and I feel it's a big one) is that I can not change the controls to match the control layout I use on my actual drone. I
really wanted to use this game as a way to practice the controls for my real drone when I couldn't go fly the real deal etc. If they
would allow you to configure the contols to your liking, this would get top marks from me. until then, it's a decent attempt at a
drone sim.. Great game!
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